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Academics like to quote Einstein when they think about academic freedom. “By academic freedom,” said Albert Einstein, “I understand the right to search for truth and to publish and teach what one holds to be true.”1 In the 1940s, philosopher Karl Polanyi warned that “freedom from” could be a more important dimension than “freedom to” for those concerned with rights.2 Today, in looking across the university world in Europe, Polanyi’s words seem apt.

This article looks at the case of Hungarian-based Central European University (CEU), which, in March 2017, became a byword for academic freedom under attack, and asks what general lessons, if any, we can draw on the state of academic freedom in Europe. In addition to giving an overview of the CEU case, it highlights some recent issues in Central, Eastern, and Western Europe; draws attention to the distinctions and commonalities between academic freedom and institutional autonomy; and raises questions as to whether the EU and European institutions have a role to play in defending university autonomy.

In April 2017, the CEU found itself the object of an amendment to Hungary’s Higher Education Law that, according to Michael Ignatieff,
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CEU’s President and Rector, came out of the blue: its purpose to outlaw the structure of the Hungarian-American partnership that had underpinned this highly respected university for twenty-six years. Among its key provisions was forbidding the university to maintain its dual Hungarian and American legal identity, requiring it to choose a single form of accreditation, setting up a campus in the US, and vesting its governance in an international treaty. Despite the initial difficulties—such as the fact that US states are responsible for university matters and not the federal government as well as the cost implications of a new campus—discussions for a solution were under way. Then, in October 2017, the Hungarian government pulled out of the discussions. A year after the passing of the law, the fate of the CEU remains uncertain. It is free to admit students until January 2019 but uncertain of its legal status thereafter. Meanwhile it flourishes.

So what was the Hungarian government’s motive in attacking the CEU, one of the smaller Hungarian universities (with around fifteen hundred postgraduate students and five hundred academics and researchers)? A government spokesman justified the legislation as creating a level playing field between Hungarian universities and the twenty-eight foreign universities that operate in Hungary. The somewhat dubious grounds were that these foreign universities had an unfair advantage in having their degrees recognized overseas. But few were in doubt that the government wanted to damage the CEU under legislation that became known as the “Lex CEU.” Within days, the CEU became a cause célèbre for academic freedom in peril across many continents.

As widely portrayed in the international press, the CEU was a “bothersome institution” to the ruling Fidesz party.³ The Hungarian government has already sought to control the judiciary and the media in pursuit of what Prime Minister Viktor Orbán proudly calls his “illiberal democracy.”⁴ Universities could see the threat coming with higher education laws between 2011 and 2014 exerting central control over the key appointments of rectors and chancellors.⁵ But the government had a particular reason for attacking the CEU. It
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was founded by Hungarian billionaire George Soros as part of his philanthropic effort to promote the democratic values of an open society in former communist countries, and thus an opponent of the Orbán way of doing politics.

The Lex CEU amendment to Hungary’s Higher Education Law was passed despite protests from thousands of Hungarian students and academics and others across the world. Even Tibor Navracsics, the EU’s education commissioner, who once served as Orbán’s minister of justice, was critical. In an early response to events, Simon Marginson, director of the Centre for Global Higher Education at University College, London, said that “the CEU looks likely to be the first international university to be made a victim of the new closed brand of nationalism, epitomised by Brexit, [Donald] Trump and the [Marine] Le Pen agenda [unless] the threat can be headed off.”6

But for Ignatieff, a political philosopher by training, there are gradations of nationalism and populism that help us understand the different emerging patterns of state action toward universities in Europe. Through his particular brand of authoritarian populism, Orbán has used the law to attack democratic institutions in Hungary. Subsumed under a potent mix of nationalist populist rhetoric, Fidesz successfully secured a successive third term in the April 2018 elections. Meanwhile, more democratic forms of populism evident in the UK’s Brexit vote and in recent elections in Germany, France, Italy, and elsewhere can be seen as a revolt by voters who feel ignored by mainstream political parties. These different forms of populism call for somewhat different responses from universities. But the common theme is that “when the authority of knowledge in public debate is questioned as never before, universities need to stand up for their role as critical custodians of what societies … actually know.”7

The case of the CEU in Hungary is not a wholly isolated one. A disturbing picture has been emerging in some of the ten countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) that acceded to the EU between 2004 and 2007, where the state takes a political lead in using legal instruments to restrict the institutional autonomy of the university, with adverse effects for academic freedom. This “repression” is different in kind from repressing academics for their political views, as
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evidenced in Turkey. Nonetheless, it has dismayed many in the academic world. The collapse of communist regimes across CEE between 1989 and 1991 was initially accompanied by the restoration of academic freedom across large parts of the region and the revival of the historically famous institutions of higher education in these countries. The gradual integration of CEE countries into EU higher education structures provided an additional lock-in in terms of embedding good academic practice into the fundamental principle of academic freedom lying at the heart of these initiatives.

But more recently, as populist governments of varying hues have come to power in some countries of CEE, the relatively new democratic institutions have shown themselves to be less well embedded than previously thought. Attacks on academic freedom have increased, along with direct infringements and other efforts to curb aspects of the “open society,” as exemplified by institutions that represent independent thinking and opinion. Governments have employed a range of tools to limit the academy’s freedom, including influencing or determining key university leadership appointments, controlling and directing funding sources, controlling or influencing research agendas, vetting research and publication, and revoking a university’s license. Research by the Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) project has shown a significant decline in academic freedom in the region since 2010.

A more common block to change has been the legacy systems of “cadre” loyalty and tenured senior university roles in faculties and departments. Meanwhile, both state and private universities have faced severe funding restrictions.

In Western Europe, institutional autonomy is often taken for granted. Bearing out a European University Association (EUA)
study that shows autonomy as contingent on the diverse cultural, political, legal, and historical backgrounds of Europe’s higher education systems, we do not see a single model in the older member states of Western Europe, but nor do we see the same style of legal restriction.\textsuperscript{12} The watchword here has been efficiency and better use of resources rather than political repression. Within these categories, the UK education system with its traditionally high levels of autonomy is different from the systems in Continental Europe, which are more dependent on state regulation.\textsuperscript{13}

The UK is an advanced example of new economic dynamics at work. Traditionally in Britain, universities are lauded for their legally guaranteed independence. The EUA study of university autonomy across twenty-nine countries shows that UK universities, which score well in international rankings, also come out on top in terms of organizational autonomy with, for example, the freedom to appoint their leaders and staff, control their budgets, and maintain standards through peer review and light-touch quality assurance. It is a linkage that UK politicians make much of.\textsuperscript{14}

More recently, however, the admirable UK governance structure has appeared more vulnerable than some of its Continental counterparts due to policy changes away from “light touch” regulation largely exercised by academics and strong reliance on peer review and collegiate decision-making. At play is a dynamic of “growing marketisation … coupled with growing hierarchical oversight. … [and] the growing internationalised nature of positional competition among universities that went increasingly beyond national boundaries.”\textsuperscript{15}

Recent legislation establishing a UK Office for Students provides a telling example. The friendly sounding name notwithstanding, the law sneaks in additional powers that make it possible for governments to strip existing universities of their independent charter, a hugely symbolic blow to their historic autonomy. It also opens a path for
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\textsuperscript{14}See David Willetts, \textit{A University Education} (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2017). Willetts is a former and widely admired Minister of State for Universities and Science.

giving degree-awarding powers to private providers who do not neces-
sarily aspire to the traditional mission of the universities. In sum-
mary, legislation aimed at improving the lot of ‘students as consu-
mers’ may deal a serious blow to the famed British model.

There has been some debate about the role that the European Union or related European bodies can play in upholding academic freedom in Europe. On the one hand, the EU is not in a position to directly intervene in national educational or organizational practices. When the Hungarian government moved against the CEU, the European Commission was limited by Article 165 of the EU’s Lisbon Treaty, which explicitly states that any action it takes has to respect a member state’s responsibility for teaching content, educational system organization, and cultural and linguistic diversity. An education system is an expression of national sovereignty.16

On the other hand, voluntary but widely accepted European lines of support for academic freedom exist, although they tend to fall into the Einstein category of “freedom to” rather than Polanyi’s “freedom from.” In 1988, for instance, leading European rectors created a charter of academic freedom designed to uphold the “unique constellation of study, teaching and research, as represented by the European university for the last millennium.”17 This Magna Charta Universitatum now has 816 signatories from eighty-six countries who agree with the idea that they belong to an international community sharing the same academic values and purposes. In the words of the charter’s “Fundamental Principles”:

The university is an autonomous institution at the heart of societies differently organized because of geography and historical heritage; it produces, examines, appraises and hands down culture by research and teaching. To meet the needs of the world around it, its research and teaching must be morally and intellectually independent of all political authority and intellectually independent of all political authority and economic power.18

More significant is the Bologna Process, a globally admired political initiative that created the European Higher Education Area. It has


18Magna Charta Universitatum.
an explicit commitment to academic freedom and instruments for voluntary regulation of recognition and quality assurance. The forty-eight countries that are part of the Bologna Process agreed to implement higher education reforms on the basis of common key values, notably freedom of expression, institutional autonomy, independent student unions, academic freedom, and free movement for students and staff. At the next Bologna meeting in May 2018, the national ministers will be taking a position on nonimplementation of Bologna policy and principles. It could potentially tip the balance from the “Einstein” outlook to recognizing the force in the Polanyi dictum. We can only wait and see.

However, the degree of pan-European socialization that makes Europe distinctive with regard to academic freedom does provide grounds for some optimism. Europe’s multiple higher education and research networks do not take on the state but they do provide incentives to individual or institutional actors to mobilize.

The EU itself has not been totally absent in seeking to exploit a weak, but still significant, legislative power to enhance quality in ways that do not infringe on state powers. To this end, member states have jointly voted through, and sustained, institutionalized networks of educational and research exchanges, mobility, and collaboration enabled by EU funding (Erasmus+ and the research funding frameworks).

But the evidence suggests that it is the relationship between the university and the state is crucial, whatever form it takes in shaping the conditions for academic freedom in particular countries. The CEU case shows state power being used for highly political ends. In other countries, where populism is an important political factor and where disenchanted populist strands of public opinion want elites in their various guises to be accountable, the onus on the state is mostly to tackle voter dissatisfaction rather than to constrain the university mission. At the same time, the onus is also on universities to reassert their claim to public trust and esteem as well as to better communicate with the public. This may indeed require better and more transparent forms of accountability.

What counts in the end is the way in which institutional autonomy is supported to enable academics to fulfil their epistemic responsibilities: to engage in rigorous evidence-based scholarship in contexts


enabling the free exchange of ideas and critique, free of political pressure. Just as crucial is the autonomy to undertake the education of their students—future citizens and future contributors to the economies of their nation and the European region.

Twentieth-century Europe has many historical examples that demonstrate that when academic freedom and the ethics of scholarship and research are not defended, democracy pays the price and knowledge is constrained. As Berthold Rittberger and Jeremy Richardson put it in a pithy editorial at the time the law attacking the CEU was published, taking the argument to its extremes: “What happens when we do not defend academic freedom? There is no introduction, no argument and contribution, no analysis, no conclusion or avenues for future research, no more questions asked.”